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#WildFreeAndFair

Wild:

The ever increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases threatens to heat up our lakes, dry
out our wetlands and turn our forests into a tinderbox. A carbon tax to change behavior, stimulate
demand and innovation in the development of a green economy is called for. Where possible we need
to preserve MN’s biodiversity, which includes protecting wild rice from GMOs. Sustainable timber
harvests and jobs for foresters and loggers depend on a stable climate. Recreational uses of our vast
public forests, lakes and wetlands attracts tourists, hunter and fishermen from across the state.

Free: The experience of freedom in daily life for most residents is the freedom to travel over
publicly built and maintained roads. No one can argue that the State of MN DoT, County and Township
road crews do not enhance our freedom in the middle winter. It's often the most evident part of
government in our lives. In a district where we've become somewhat estranged from our own
government as services recede from small towns and rural townships. We come together to create and
sustain government to ensure our own and our neighbors freedoms - freedom to move, freedom from
hunger, freedom from fear.
We have an aging population in House District 2A that is discovering that their personal mobility, their
ability to get to doctors appointments and the grocery store can be challenging. We need to invest in
appropriate public transportation services that will preserve the mobility and the freedom of the elderly
and disabled in our small towns and rural communities.

Fair: It’s not fair that working families face food and housing insecurity even when they worked
their whole lives or to the limits of their ability in the opportunities present to them. Many Minnesotans
believe the government services many low-income working families, disabled and elderly are working
to make life more fair for them, but many recipients of these services could point to a broken system,
where, for example 1-in-5 who qualify for affordable housing voucher programs are unable to find
secure housing using those vouchers.
Even the GOP President recently admitted in his State of the Union speech that prescription drug prices
are unfair for most Americans. Fairness is a value that even conservatives can resonate with.

For more information see our website: http://sorensorensenformnhouse.com
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